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Competition Law in

Conversation: MDN 2024 

The European Commission just published

its revised Market Definition Notice (MDN),

which contains important guidance on

digital market definition. On 18 March

2024, join us for an episode of

Competition Law in Conversation to

discuss the digital elements in the new

Notice with Thomas Büttner (European

Commission) and Magali Eben (University

of Glasgow). The session is moderated by

Vicky Robertson. You can register here.

Let´s Talk Competition: Market

Definition

On 29 February 2024, Vicky Robertson

participated in the European Commission’s

Let’s talk competition series on the new

Market Definition Notice. With her on the

panel were Guillaume Loriot (DG COMP)

and Aleksandra Boutin (Positive

Competition), while Natalie McNelis (MLex)

moderated. You can rewatch the episode

here.

EU Competition Law and Data

Protection

 

In a forthcoming chapter, Klaudia Majcher

discusses the interactions between EU

competition law and data protection in

digital markets. She focuses on two areas

of competition law, namely abuse of a

dominant position and merger control, and

explores how to make them more coherent

with data protection. You can access it

here.

Cartel Detection Reloaded

 

Data-driven methods, such as cartel

screenings, offer competition authorities

new and versatile tools for detecting

competition law infringements. To achieve

actual practical relevance, the outputs of

such screenings satisfy certain evidentiary

standards. In an analysis carried out within

the realm of the DataComp project,

Franziska Guggi and Vicky Robertson shed

light on this question from perspective of

Austrian competition law proceedings. The

paper can be accessed here. 

 

Theories of Harm in Digital

Mergers

 

In her recent contribution, published in the

European Competition Journal, Vicky

Robertson discusses adapting theories of

harm in digital merger control. Based on

her 2022 Report to the European

Commission and her 2023 background

paper for the OECD, Vicky shows trends

and discusses challenges in the application

of traditional theories of harm to digital

merger cases based on an empirical survey

of 97 national merger cases in the EU

Member States and the United Kingdom.
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Strategic Foresight and EU

Competition Law

 

To shape tomorrow’s markets in line with

the Treaties’ objectives, EU competition law

needs new methodological tools. Could

strategic foresight be one of them? In a

new working paper, Klaudia Majcher and

Vicky Robertson explore how competition

law could rely on strategic foresight as a

tool for anticipating and navigating change.

Read it here.

State Aid and Covid 19

 

The second part of Petar Petrov’s article on

state aid and COVID-19 in the air transport

sector (in German) was published in issue

4 of Zeitschrift für Beihilferecht (BRZ). This

article focuses on the impact of COVID-19

on air carriers and on the latest

developments in the field of state aid in

this sector.

Five Questions for Natalie

Harsdorf-Borsch

 

For the newest edition of the Journal of

German and European Competition Law,

Vicky Robertson posed five questions to

Natalie Harsdorf-Borsch, the new Director

General of the Austrian Federal

Competition Authority. Among others, they

discussed her vision for the authority,

international cooperation in antitrust and

the continued need for female networks in

competition law. To read the interview,

click here.
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